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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our goal here is to have an existence result for the following Neumann problem: 
-4~ = f(u), a.e. on s1, 
--g = g(u), 8.e. on a R, 21p<cC 
P 
(1) 
We suppose that R C RN is a bounded domain with a Cl-boundary dR. By Apu, we denote 
the p-Laplacian operator, namely, Ap = div( ]]Du(z)(]P-2Du(z)). 
In our problem, the functions f, g are not continuous. So we cannot use the usual critical point 
theory, because the energy functional is not C ‘. But, for p = 2, Ambrosetti and Badiale [2] had 
used an interesting technique, so that the energy functional becomes Cl. Therefore, they used 
the classical critical point theory to obtain their existence result. 
We do not use the method of upper and lower solutions. Heikkila and Laksmikantham [3] 
had used this method to obtain several existence theorems for all types of differential equations. 
But in the literature, there is not any result, without the a priori existence of upper and lower 
solutions, for Neumann problems. As far as we know, this is the first result that concerns 
Neumann problems without the existence of upper and lower solutions. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us recall some basic results about the subdifferential of Clarke [l]. A function f : Y -+ R 
is said to satisfy a Lipschitz condition (on Y) provided that, for some nonnegative scalar K, one 
has 
If(y) - f(z)1 5 KIIY - 41, 
for all points x, y E Y. Let f be Lipschitz near a given point x, and let v be any other vector 
in X. The generalized directional derivative of f at z in the direction V, denoted by f”(x; v), is 
defined as follows: 
f”(z; v) = lirnnip f(Y + tu) - f(Y) 
t 1 
tlo 
where y is a vector in X and t a positive scalar. If f is Lipschitz of rank K near x, then the 
function 2, --+ f”(z; v) is finite, positively homogeneous, subadditive, and satisfies ]f”(x; v)] 5 
KIIvII. In addition, f” satisfies f”(x; -w) = (-f)“(z;v). N ow we are ready to introduce the 
generalized gradient which is denoted by &f(x) as follows: 
acf(z) = {w E X* : f”(x; v) 2 (10, v), for all 21 E X} . 
3. EXISTENCE THEORY 
Let us denote by X = W’J’(R). We do not assume that f,g is continuous, so we can introduce 
the following functions: 
fs(u) = limsup f (u’) 
d-m 
The same holds for g. 
Our hypotheses for f,g are the following. 
H(f): f : R -+ R is a function such that 
(i) is N-measurable (i.e., for every u : s1 -+ R measurable, z + fi,z(~(z)) is measurable too); 
(ii) there exists h : R --+ R with [h(u)/ 5 cl + czIu(*’ for all ‘II E R, almost all z E s1 and 
for some ci,cs > 0, such that h(u) -+ co as u -+ +m and there exists A4 > 0 such 
that -F(u) 1 h(luI) for ]u] 2 A4 with F(u) = s,” f(r) dr; 
(iii) for all u E R, If(u)] < cl + cz]u]p-i, p < p, ci,cz > 0, (l/p + l/p’ = l), and u -+ f(u) is 
nondecreasing. 
H(g): g : R + R is a function such that 
(i) is N-measurable (i.e., for every u : R + R measurable, x --+ gi,z(u(z)) is measurable too); 
(ii) there exists some ki,lcs, ks, k4 E R such that -Jc4 - JQ]u]~ 5 g(u) 5 iEi + Jcz]$‘” with 
p* = Np/(N - p) and 1< p. Finally, u -+ g(u) is nonincreasing. 
THEOREM 1. If Hypotheses H(f), H(g) hold, then problem (1) has a solution in u E X. 
PROOF. Let @(u) = -In F(u(x))dz, $i = (l/p) ]]Du]];, T,!Q = Jan G(zl(z))du, with F(U) = 
s,” f(r) dr, G(u) = S,” g(r) dr. 
Our energy functional is R = @ + $1 + $9. 
First, we are going to prove that R is weakly lower semicontinuous. Note that $1 is convex and 
lower semicontinuous, so is weakly lower semicontinuous. Now let Us --+ u weakly in X. Then it 
is well known that U, + u strongly in U’(Q) and in L*(aR). Now it is clear that @, $9 is weakly 
lower semicontinuous too. So R is weakly lower semicontinuous. 
Now, we claim that R is coercive. Indeed, suppose not. Then there is M > 0 and a se- 
quence u, E X with ]]u~]] -+ 03 such that IR(un)l 5 M for all n E N. That means, 
Q(un) + $~1(4 + $2(~) I M. (2) 
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Set yn = ~n/I141p. 
Now divide inequality (2) with IIu, IjP and we have 
- 
Here we have used H(g)@). Note that JIu,I(~~(,~) L Kl(u,Il”,l,,p,sn I WunIl\,p,~, (see 14, 
p. 2171). Now using Hypothesis H(f)(iii), the fact that X embeds continuously in Lp(fl) and 
that 1 < p we have from (2) that lim inf llDy,ll; 5 lim sup )I Dy, 11; + 0. But, yn -+ y weakly in X, 
so from the weak lower semicontinuity of the norm we have II Dyll, I liminf llDynllp -+ 0. From 
that we obtain that Y = c E R. Recall that, Yn + y weakly in X and IJDy,Jl, + llDyJIp = 0, 
so yn --+ c strongly in X. Since llynll = 1 we have that c # 0. So, we have that Iu,,(z)\ -+ 00. 
Now using H(f)(ii) we have that @(Us) + co. Thus, we have a contradiction, since we suppose 
inequality (2). Therefore, there exists some u E X such that 0 5 R(Y) - R(u) for all Y E X 
(see [5, p. 154, Prop. 38.12(d)]). 
Therefore, we can say that 
(-@)(Y) - (-Q)(u) I @l(Y) - $(u) +$2(y) - @2(u), for all y E X. 
Choose now y = u + tw, divide with t > 0 and take the limit as t --t 0. Recall that (--a) is 
convex (since f is nondecreasing) and that $1 + $2 are locally Lipschitz. So, we obtain that 
Thus, all w E a(--@(~)) belongs to &(I,!J~ + $9) (by ac we denote the subdifferential for locally 
Lipschitz functionals due to (11). 
Therefore, we can say that 
J 
w(z)y(z) dx = 
R J 
llDu(x)~~“-2(Du(x),dy(x)) dx + 
J h(z)y(z) do, n an 
with III(X) E [fr(~(x)), fz(~(x))] and for some h(x) E &G(u(x)). 
We will show that X{z E R : u(x) E D(f)} = 0 with D(f) = {u E R : f(u+) > f(u-)}, that 
is, the set of upward discontinuities. 
So let w E a(--@(~)) and for any t E D(f), set 






Then p* E LP(R) and p* E 8(-@)(x). So 
s, &)Y(z) dz = s, ll~~(~)llp-2P+9, D+))RN dx + j W)yk) da> 
8i-l 
for all y E X. 
So for y = 4 E C?(0) we have 
S,phw,qz) dx = s, llW411P-2P4~)> Wx))w dx. 
Thus, p+ = p- for almost all x E R. Prom this it follows that x~(u(x)) = 0 for almost all x E R. 
Since D(f) is countable, and 
x(21(z)) = c xt(@)), 
ED(f) 
it follows that X(u(x)) = 0 almost everywhere (with x(t) = 1 if t E D(j) and x(t) = 0 otherwise). 
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Therefore, a(u) is strictly differentiable at U. Thus, 
for all y E C?(n). 
To finish the proof, we return to the inequality 0 5 R(y) - R(u) for all y E X. Now, we can 
say that 
(-MY) - (-tiz)(u) I W) - @P(u) + $1(Y) - $1(47 for all y E X. 
Note that (--?I 2 ) is convex and that Cp, $1 are locally Lipshitz functionals. So, all h E &!Q belongs 
to dc(@ + $1). 
As before we will show that Xan{z E dR : U(Z) E D(f)} = 0 with D(g) = {u E R : g(u+) > 
g(u-)}, where by Xs o we denote the surface measure. 
Setting now p*(z) = [I - Xt(~(z))]h(s) + Xt(U(z))[g(u(z)*)] with h(z) E ~G(u(x)), we have 
that p* E LP(8Q) and 
s,, ~%)y(x) da = l IIW~)]]“-~(W% W~))RN dx - /- f(u(z))y(z) dz, for all y E X. 
R 
That means that p+ = p- a.e., on 80. As before we can show that X(u(x)) = 0 a.e., on 80. 
Therefore, $9 is also strictly differentiable. Thus, we have 
s, f(+))y(x) da: = s, IP~~II”-~P~(~)~ wx))w dx + J d+)b(x) da> 
ao 
for all y E X. 
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